, it is broadly included in forest growth and yield simulation systems 20 (Hann and Zumrawi, 1991). Competition may be described based on underlying mechanisms.
21
Where trees share a pool of resources, competition may be "diffuse", and the effect of such 22 competition "symmetric", because it affects all trees equally or in proportion to their size 23 (Nilsson, 1994) . Alternatively, competition may be "sharp", arising from interference (García, 24 1992), and the effect described as "asymmetric" because large trees affect the growth of small 25 trees more than they are affected (Nilsson, 1994) . Indices or metrics of competition may be 26 used in growth models to represent these mechanisms, and implicit if not explicit in these 27 indices is the definition of the competition neighborhood (Ledermann and Stage, 2001 ).
28
Growth and yield models commonly use indices of competition at two spatial scales: at the 
32
For example, error can arise from a discrepancy between the zone of influence defined in the 33 variable and the actual relationship between a subject tree and its competitors, both diffuse 34 and sharp. Both stand and local level metrics are subject to error arising from the variability 35 inherent to point estimation that originates when competition metrics are estimated through 36 sampling (Stage and Wykoff, 1998) .
37
When competition variables are used as predictors in regression models, the potential is the mean number of trees per unit area, and a is the area of the plot (e.g., ha).
90
Changing from statistics for the plot to statistics per unit area M = m/a, and V ar(M ) 91 can be estimated as: 
Where c = π/[4(10, 000cm 2 /m 2 )] for diameters in cm and area in hectares.
99
If we further assume that the diameter of each tree is independent of the locations of the 100 remaining trees, the tree counts within each class are themselves a Poisson-distributed variable.
101
The sum of Poisson-distributed variables is also Poisson-distributed with a mean and variance
102
equal to the sum of the individual parameters (Johnson and Kotz, 1969). Then,
Since any sample of the local competition around a particular tree includes that particular 104 tree, the distribution of the diameter class of the subject tree is not a true 
where r is the number of tree records left in the inventory of the sample point.
109
Stage and Wykoff claimed that samples with higher than average counts per point were 110 more frequently overestimating the local mean and variance, and that samples with lower than 111 average counts per point were more frequently underestimating the true mean and variance.
112
To overcome this problem, they added a shrinkage factor (SF) which is a multiplier to the 113 PBA variance. The suggested SF is:
Where PV is a constant taking a value between 0 and 1. S&W found a value for PV 3. An improved variance estimator
120
We argue that the reason behind the discrepancies between observed and estimated vari- samples including a tree must have an overlapping area that includes the subject tree, the
where
and A (x 1 , θ 1 , x 2 , θ 2 ) is the overlapping area of two circles with centers at distance x 1 and 143 x 2 and angle θ 1 and θ 2 of the fixed point ( Figure 2 ).
144
To calculate the overlapping area of two intersecting circles of radius r and centers a and cad, is first calculated.
148
According to the law of cosines r 2 = r 2 + x 2 − 2r · x · cos(cba), so cos(cba) = x /2r, and
Then, the segment of each of the circles cut off by the chord cd is calculated by taking the 150 area of the sector of the circle bcd and subtracting the area of triangle bcd. Similarly, the area 151 of the sector acd can be found and the area of triangle acd subtracted. That is,
and substituting 7 in 8 we obtain:
The distance between the centers of the circles, x, can be redefined in terms of x 1 , θ 1 , x 2 , θ 2 153 from the coordinates for the centers as: 
The new estimate accounts for the overlapping area of the plots including the subject 158 tree. However, we do not include the deduction for the subject tree proposed by Stage and
159
Wykoff (1998). Since any sample of the local competition around a particular tree includes 160 that particular tree, the distribution of the diameter class of the subject tree is not a "pure Weibull function are given by Stiff (1979) :
where x indicates dbh, f(x) the probability density function, and F(x) the cumulative 196 distribution function. We used T = 5 cm, c = 0.87, and b = 15. 
Sampling the stands

198
The overall approach has two main parts. In the first, plot sampling is simulated on the 
230
The new estimator is substantially less biased than the S&W estimator. The slight overes-231 timation of the variance originates from not addressing the zero-truncation of the distribution 232 of the diameter class represented by the subject tree. We expect this bias to be higher, relative 233 to the vPBA values, at stands with low densities and smaller at stands with higher densities.
234
In the illustration presented here, for stands with densities of 800 trees/ha, the bias is small 235 compared to the values of vPBA (7%). independence do not hold, the issue of overlapping area persists and will need to be addressed.
250
Our demonstration used circular fixed-area plots, but the estimator is equally applicable for
251
Bitterlich plots, because the expected area of overlap is a fixed proportion of the plot size,
252
and though plot size is a function of diameter, each diameter class is treated separately in the 253 calculation of the measurement error.
254
Our new estimator, like the original proposed by S&W, depends on the assumption of recommendation that refinements will benefit from explicit study of mapped stands. In any 268 case, the suitability of the Poisson assumption in any specific case does not diminish the utility 269 of the improvements to the S&W estimator we present here, which was our principal objective.
270
There are several reasons why we should seek an improved model for measurement error for the same reasons and should be investigated in future work.
292
The adjustment that S&W proposed for zero-truncation in the diameter class that contains 293 the subject tree has the effect of reducing bias, but largely not as intended. It is straightforward 294 to show that the variance of a zero-truncated Poisson rapidly approaches the variance of a
295
"pure Poisson" as the expected count increases. Thus, the reduction in variance due to zero-296 truncation should be a function of the expected value, not a constant as proposed by S&W.
297
We believe that the small bias that remains in our new estimator is due to ignoring the zero-298 truncation, especially in plots with few trees. However, we expect that the bias will be small in 299 most conceivable applications. The greatest bias will occur with small plots or in sparse stands, 300 because in both of these cases the expected number of trees per plot will be low. In practice, of the local population.
313
The new estimator proposed here can be applied to any growth and yield model that uses 
